
 
 

Large Cash/Zero Trades 

 

(Regulators Call this Reverse Churning) 

  
Placing a customer in a fee-based account knowing there will be little to no activity to justify a fee is 
viewed by regulators as reverse churning.  If you originally put a client in an advisory account because 
they had a high volume of trade activity, making an advisory account the appropriately cost effective 
option for the client, and they have now reached a point in their financial life cycle where their 
transaction level is non-existent it may be appropriate to convert the account to commission.  A review 
of the suitability questions on the Annual Review Checklist may be the first indicator that the client 
strategy needs to be modified from advisory to commission based.  Be cognizant of regulator scrutiny of 
reverse churning as you review the following. 
  
Within the Compliance App/Tab there is a Large Cash/Zero Trade Risk line item.  Securities America has 
a filter that currently looks for advisory accounts within the Managed Ops or FAP platforms that have 
large cash positions and/or no trade activity.  Reps may then be required to address why they should be 
receiving a fee for the flagged account.  We have started a manual review of advisory accounts to 
identify reps who may trigger an alert in the future and Mike will be making educational calls in addition 
to this Thursday Tip. 
  
Securities America’s advisory department had begun the process of developing a standard of minimum 
requirements in order to help determine whether an advisory account is the right option for a client.  It 
is our understanding that the committee is now reviewing Advisor Group’s parameters so they can 
present a consistent requirement threshold.  We anticipate it will look similar to requirements we have 
seen in the past where an advisory account can’t have more than 30% in cash, must have at least 4 
positions, and must have a minimum transaction history within a set time frame (2 trades per year/4 
trades per year, etc.).  The transaction requirement is not met by dividend reinvestment.  It can be met 
by rebalancing trades to maintain the integrity of your model.  Individualized trades are also an 
appropriate option for meeting the activity requirements, it just requires more research/work on your 
part then building and maintaining quality models. 
  
When adding an account in New Business Solutions there is an Account Strategy Recommendation drop 
down that is currently labeled Required for all qualified registrations and any registration being funded 
from a qualified account.  In anticipation of future changes we ask that everyone select an Account 
Strategy.  Your options are: 
Buy & Hold (no active management) = typically commission accounts 
Passive Management = advisory accounts that use an advisor or platform model 
Active Management = advisor directed active trading without use of a model 
When the dropdown menu is open, hovering over each of the options will generate a definition box. 
If you have selected Commissions as Compensation Type for the account and you select Active 
Management for your Account Strategy the system will open two additional free form boxes for you to: 



Explain how this account type/strategy is in the client’s best interest 
Explain what other account types/strategies were considered and why they are not in the client’s best 
interest. 
If you select Advisory as Compensation Type for the account and you select Buy & Hold for your Account 
Strategy the system will generate the same two additional free form boxes. 
The opening of these free form data entry boxes gives you the opportunity to explain why the account 
you are recommending is appropriate for this specific client when it appears to be contrary to 
parameters.  A thorough response, not just buzzwords, is required. 
  
There will be more to come on this topic, whether it be updates to how these line items are reviewed in 
the compliance tab, or the release of the specific requirements for advisory accounts when we have 
access to those details.  Today we are just asking you to take the first steps to proactively 
 designate an Account Strategy on all future account openings – this will help clarify your objectives with 
the account and facilitate our supervisory review 
 review current advisory accounts, paying particular attention to the level of activity and number of 
positions in advisor directed Managed Ops/FAP accounts.  Advisory accounts are required to be 
reviewed every year so you can elect to spread this project out through your current annual review 
schedule.  Just be aware that Securities America’s filters are not going to wait for your schedule and you 
can’t simply execute trades in an account that has been flagged for Large Cash positions or Zero Trade 
activity to make the flag go away.  You will need very thorough documentation to show why an account 
is cash heavy or inactive. 

 


